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NOW Comics: 
Bits and pieces 
ONE-SHOT FOR CHRISTMAS: A 
Boy and His Bot is a one-shot comic 

colored by GARY THOMAS 
WASHINGTON. The 32-page col- 

Christmas, features a young boy 
who discovers a crash-landed robot- 

spaced A Boy and His Bot may be 

Americomics: 
First issues, etc. 

feature, this issue will include 
“Synn, the Girl from LSD,” by 
BILL BLACK and new artist ROB¬ 
ERT WALKER, 

In December, Americomics will 
finally release the first issues of 
Priority White Heat and Great 
American Western, as well as the 



THE CREATORS OF THE 
ALTERNATIVE SUPERHERO 

ROLE-PLAYING CAME PRESENT 

WRITTEN BY 

JACK HERMAN 

DRAWN BY 

JEFF DEE 

INKED BY 

RICK TAYLOR 

A 4-ISSUE 
MINI-SERIES 

IN DECEMBER 

-£CLIPS€, 
'COMJCS' 

V&V. IT'S MORE 
THAN A CAME, 
IT'S A COMIC! 
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rt DItko & Esposito 

DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH 
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COMING 

I □ SULTRY TEENAGE 
SUPER-FOXES #1 

□ TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 
TURTLES TRAINING 
MANUAL #4 

rWANT A 
CAREER 

IN 
COMICS?- 

“ Los Angeles i 
Comic Book ' 

Company | 
Is Looking 

For A , 
Responsible, I 

Outgoing I 

Individual I 

To Train In ' 
The Business j 
Of Comics. I 

Rapid Growth. I 

Rapid Advancement I 

Opportunity. ‘ 

Send letter of enquiry or resume to: 

SUNRISE COMICS 
6164 Peachtree St. 

Commerce, CA 90040 
Or call Dave: • (213) 722-6700 = 

October 











answer to me mystery 
mystery for #2. 



and Space Ghost in terms of design. 
He loves that cartoon character. And 
when Steve has visited Los Angeles, 
I have taken him on what I call “The 
Space Ghost Tour,” out to talk with 

who worked on the series. Two trips 

answer changes so often. If you’d 
asked me that last Tuesday, I had ' 
agreed to a pilot for a syndicated 
comedy show that was all set, it was 
definite, it was going to be done. 
Yesterday, I pulled out of it because 
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his water heroes that are most fondly 

‘i suppose I’ve always liked- 



AH #105 — 
A Long 
Evanier 
Interview? 

See Comics 
^lournal #112 

1 For The Aoal 
\ Lowdown On 
I r :; > ^ Mari 
\ Evanier. 

Not Hardly. 

October 



FRED & BIANCA 
WILL BE BACK/ 

TRATERRESTRIAL. 

1 

YORK, > 

IN 
BRIGHTEST 

DAY, 
IN 

BLACKEST 
NIGHT. . 

By Bob Hughes 
A HERO HISTORY 

October 43 





















THERE IS NO ESCAPE 
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After the funeral of Bruce W^ne, 
Dick (Robin) Grayson vows to 
Helena (Huntress) Wayne that he 
will carry on the guise of the Bat¬ 
man, but Helena disagrees, citing 

could ever replace the Batman. 

Avenger in “Whatever Happened 
to the Crimson Avenger?”, DC 
Comics Presents #38, Oct. 1981. 

I remember the d^ this issue of 
DC Comics Presents arrived at my 

. local comics store. ..its stunning 
I George Perez cover screamed “buy 

I consumer. Unfortunately, the Super¬ 

backup strips called “Whatever 
Happened To...?,” where readers I 

such stalwarts from the past as Rip 
Hunter, Rex the Wonder Dog, and j 
Congorilla (I always wanted to see 
a Forever People update.. .instead 
I got Richard Dragon, Kung Fu 
Fighter!). DCCP #38 showcased a 
superb little diny by ^n Wein and 

of one of comicdom’s oldest super¬ 
people—the Crimson Avenger! 

The story begins at City Com¬ 
munity Hospital, with millionaire* 
Lee (Crimson Avenger) Travis 
lamenting the fact that he has fallen 
prey to an unnamed, incurable 
disease, leaving him with less than 

my world ends, eh? Not with a bang, 

a whimper!”). A recap of his origin 
follows, taking us back to when 
Travis was a crusading newspaper 
publisher by day and a manstalker 
by night; how the Crimson Avenger 
and his fellow members of the Seven 
Soldiers of Victory were trapped in 
time by the Nebula-Man, only to be 
rescued years later by the Justice 
League and Justice Society; and 
how, after he returned to the 20ih 
Century, decades had passed while 
Travis had aged only a few months. 
Feeling out of sync with the world, 
he decided to retire his costumed 

thirty years could resurfece without 
aging... such is life in funny book 

think that he will be mourned solely 
as Lee Travis, while “no one will 

hospital window—a large oil tanker, 
moving downriver, is blinking an 
SOS pattern on its running lights. 
Realizing this is his last chance to 

gold tights and proceeds to investi- 

a very grateful mother and son 
would never forget the name of the 
Crimson Avenger! 

7. The Death ofMar-VeU in “The 
Death of Captain Marvel,” Marvel 
Graphic Novel #1, 1982. 

When Jim Starlin kills off a super¬ 
hero, nobody does it better! 

Kree warrior and Earth’s cosmic 
protector Mar-Veil faced numerous 
challenges in the Marvel Universe, 
always proving victorious. Then he 

experimental chemicals, “worth 
millions to the right buyer.” Hitch¬ 
hiking on a helicopter, C.A. reaches 
the tanker and tackles the trio of 
terrorists. A stray grenade from the 
battle explodes and causes a fire, 
which threatens to ignite the chemi- 

lifeboat, then pilots the burning ship 
away from the nearby city, thinking 
“for the first time in years I truly 
feel alive!” 

Once the tanker is out of the har¬ 
bor, the chemicals on board finally 
explode, engulfing the ship in flames 
and taking the life of the valiant do- 
gooder. Although the ship’s crew did 

It is difficult to believe that a being 
as mighty as Captain Marvel could 
succumb to a disease. In fact, the 
plot of this graphic novel revolves 
around how he deals with his afflic¬ 
tion, and how his cancer affects the 
people that love him. 

In this, one of the most touching 
comics stories ever, Jim Starlin p^s 
homage to Captain Marvel’s career 
through a series of flashbacks in 
which Mar-Veil records his 
memoirs. We are reminded of how 
Mar-Veil originally came to Earth as 

Eon; of his battles against the 
monstrous Thanos; of his partner¬ 
ship with young Rick Jones (Conan 
the Barbarian is the only character 
at Marvel that’s never had Jones as 
a sidekick. Just wait until Rick gets 

The greatest scientific minds in 
the Marvel Universe band together 
in an attempt to save Mar-Vell, to no 
avail. The once-mighty Captain 
Marvel is now a decking shell of 
a man. Friends and foe^like gather 
at his deathbed to p^ their respects. 

But what is this?? A Marvel 

There is a battie: Mar-Vell’s 
struggle against death. He fights 
hard, but loses and moves on to his 
final reward. Our reward is this 
exceptional example of graphic 
storytelling. 

If you are unfortunate enough to 





in Viet Nam. In its Reagan^reac- 
tionary, post-Grenada, post-Libya 
response to the vagaries of Korea, 
Viet Nam, and Iran, America has 
begun to revel once again in sabre- 
rattling. Although today’s youth 

patrfcks. Two decades past, the 
minds of another thinking genera¬ 
tion (of all ages) were fed by the 
Kennedys, the Kings, and the 
Thompsons. 

Intertwined with each generation’s 
America is the concept of our place 
in the world, which will encompass 
our military preparedness and acti¬ 
vity, A generation ago, when sol¬ 
diers returned from doing their tour 
of duty, they were spat upon, abused 
as surrogates for the politicians and 

the instigators and perpetuators of 

there is'^ride in Mighty America’s 

Cuban formers in Grenada, and our 
unilateral bombing of Libya, a 
country so disorganized their fighter 
pilots refused to fly at night. (For 

politics, I am not saying Grenada 
was not a creeping Communist 
infiltration, or that Quadaffi is not 

can argue the finer points of inter¬ 
ventionism.) Accompanying the 
swelling pride in power is a relief 
from the embarrassment of losses, 
and the resultant freedom to recog- 
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REVIEWS 

as well-defined as, say, the Howling 
Commandoes, most of the group 

professional soldiers, stoically quip¬ 
ping under fire while waiting to be 
rescued by Sgt. Fury/Frances 
Knight. Following the various 
characters and counterplots in the 
Scout backup wasn’t easy; the Sum- 

flipping back to check on who’s 

I got everyone mostly figured out 
by the end, though, and this book 
does tell a satisfying, complete 
story: a peculiar cul-de-sac of the 
super-soldiers genre which has been 
duplicated already by at least one 
comic, it seems. The difficulty I 

encapsulated in the “F.I.A. Paper- 
doll Series,” this issue’s featuring the 

The Silent Invasion #3 

Super-heroes, generally, are the fast 

comparing McDonald’s and Burger 
King. Once you’ve seen Wendy’s 
salad bar or Taco Bell’s fiesta plat¬ 
ter, I can only alert you whether 
they’ve added another ordinary in¬ 
gredient. Once in a while, in a 
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so WHO WANTS TO READ ONLY 
CONIC BOOKS ABOUT PEOPLE? 

Sure, comic books about humans can be 
fun.. .for a while. But eventually, people 
start to look pretty much the same. You 
know? They've all got two arms and two 
legs, ond big muscles. Very few of them 
have big. floppy ears, and only a couple of 
them are furry. 

Well, if you're as tired as we are of all 
those hairless, pink mercenories/super- 
heroes/crimefighters/barbarians... we 

think we might hove something for you. 

Take Captain Jack. He's a cat. His crew- 
motes are all dogs-a big, strapping one 
(who's actually an android), and a little, 
goofy one, who is bedeviled by a tiny 
demon sidekick. Together they roam across 
the universe, raising hell and getting drunk 
and otherwise enjoying themselves. Now 
how many humans do you know who can 

boast that? 

Or take our anthology title. Critters. We 
have a samurai strip starring a rabbit; a 
space opera starring a fox; a suburban 
comedy/drama starring a family of 
dragons; a film-noir detective series star¬ 
ring a cat; and the occasional hare, lizard, 
and rhino dropping in from time to time. 

Now, human beings are okay once in a 

while. If you want two "heroes" dumb 
enough to wallop each other with 

skyscrapers for 10 pages at a time, they'll 
always serve. 

But if you're looking for the kind of enter¬ 
tainment thotll give you a little bit more, 
we'd like to suggest the animal alternative. 

Every month in Critters; every other month 
in Captain lack. Thirty pages of high-flying 

fun. And no damn people. We promise. 

Subscribe today! You won't regret it! 

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 
4359 Cornell Road * 
Agoura, CA 91301 NAME 1 
□ Send me the next six issues 
of Captain Jack I’ve enclosed 1 
$9,00 (Canada: $11.00) 

Send me the next six issues 
of Critters. I've enclosed $9.00 
(Canada: $11.00) 

ADDRESS 1 
1 

CITY STATE ZIP 1 
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